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(~) ?:s~:~=r.-i~.ttpe:.tentcorrele:ions Gf -.he rate ~ith t}.eo;her rherrio-
i:::.z~ic‘:F.YZa5Lesars soc~kt, and when fomc?, fcrm:ated zs e:.;iricalrate LSWS
.
:Cr ti,c~zc3:z,2E~:icck~r.eticsm

(5) ~~~~e r~te Lsxs a-e tested for g?nerzl velidity with numerical hydro-
dyz=zic simle:icns of shock-initiation erPerinents that are quite different from
zncse ~e~ere:ing the rdtes.

Pressure ga~ge reasureme~ts in reacting pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN)
r.aieby h’ackerle,et al.(8), were accompani~d by an analysis through step 3 of
~~e p~ece?ing ~aragr~?h, and Soviet researchers studying trinitrotoluene (T1{T)(9t
10) proceeded,cne step further. Analytical methodologies are d~scuzsed in these
refeyence~, end in Ref. 11. The complete procedure was successfully carried out
Et o.m laboratory or~FEX 9404(12), a plastic-bonded explosive, and the insensi-
tive high explosive triminotrin{trobenzene (TATE)(13), These two studies led to
:J7eforz;ulationof the shock-strength dependent rate law DAGMAR*, which will be
descpibed iz rr,oredetail in Section V. Other invesri[arors have performed embed-
ded gatiger~kscrtixentsin reacting explosives, but did net obtain reaction
rzte laws bzsed on their data.

T

As an illustration C: our experimental tec?miques, we describe recent ];ork
we Y,a-:ec?cneon TATB(13). TATB cylinders were >r~SSd frCrad pCWder hsving a
F.Jtal;a~i3Cle size of apFroxlrr,ately20 IJrrIand then machined ir,todisks. rabri-
c=:j.cnco~ditic:s wre carefully controlled azd re>eated. The density cf the
~necj~,enswas 1.S0 t 0.01 g/cm’. F.adiogra;5iccxiiricatic~of the tiisksshowed no

l~cal density ?isccntinuities large enough to affect the ●x~eriments.
Targets for gas gun experiments (see Fig. 1) were fahricatetifrom one groov-

ed disk of a chosen thickness and one flat disk. A sjn&le9 low-resistance.
fc~r-terminal Kanganin gauge was embedded in the grooved disk, and the other disk
cemnted to the first. The gauges were pho~oetched from 0.050-mm-tFick annealed
feil and thermally bonded between two 0.25-mm sheets of FEF’Teflon, producing a
package sli~ntly over O,S-mm thick. Typical electrical resistance of the active
ele:,efitof the gauge ~as 20 rrfl,A current of approximately 60 A was provided to
the ~auge by two power suppiles of the type described by Vantin?, et al.(4)t
whose fau~e ca2jMaticn(15) (without hysteresis correction) was used to obtain
;xxss.xe hi~tories from the &auge records.

The annealed ccpper flyers used in the sustajncd shock experiments were
G.2L-RR thick (rfg. 2). Those used in the shcrt-shock CX]J@rim-2nt~ were l-mm
tt.ickmd Lacked hy ;elynethyl rlethacrylate(PMMA). The average projectile ve-
kcity of 1.17 9:;r/IJSprovided a planar shock of 7.6 GPa amplitude, which leads
to de?oli~tlon in approximately 10 mm in the sustained shock case.

rigure 3 shcws masured pre:;nurehistmies (as solid lines) in TATE obtained
‘underthe cor,dit!on~di”.scribedabove, The dotted .llnesare c~lculated values,
Calculations will be dis~ussed in a later section. Thu sauce locat~oi]swere at
0, 2.3, 3.78 5.3, 6.7, and 7.7 mm.
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i~~ :.aTe?ialinsulating a piezoresistive Rauge in a reacting explosive ty~i-
cally encounters pressures of 10 to 30 GPa and shock temperatures up TO 200C°K
during its 1- to 3-PS lifetime. The explosive decomposition products are hot and
ele~trically conductive, posing the threat of shorting the powering current from
the gauge if the insulation fails, Shunt conduction arising from shock-induced
conductivity in the insulator itself is also a possibility.

IR general, the best dynamic pressure gauge for any given explication would
protuce a stis;antial output voltage in the pressure regime of interest, and pre-
senr cinimur,tiisturbanceto the flow. Minimizing disturbance to the flow con-
sists of ~.ninizing gauge t~icknes~ and matching the impedance of the package to

the ccr,;resseti,tinreactedexplosive as closely as possible. Natching shock im-
pedznce and ri~inizing thickness also improves the tine resolution of the gauge.
This is crestirportant in the region near the shock front, where pressure changes
take place rapidly, z~d pressure equilibration of the gauge through ringing can

T r.zskdetails of the recorded histo~. Unfortunately, the extreme conditions en-
comtere~ by the Eauge in a reactin& explosive require that we make compromises
ifiizsq;lztorthickness end gauee resistance (thereby iowering signal level) iri
crder to i~surc gacge survival for the desired duration.

?}.emcst ifi,pcrtantproblem to be solved is that of shunt cond”~cKivlty. I!e-
‘Ing on the particular gauge design and insulator materials, torrent can be~e?,.

sk.uRtEtkecause G: a contiuctingp~th bctweer the Cauge and the reacting explcsivq
or 5ec~use of pressure- or temperature-induced conductivity in t}leinsulator it-
self, or both. T’rcssure gauge measurements were r,zdein our laboratory on PKTN
and FEX 9QOb using commercially available 50~ !!aEganingauges(Ool?). Tt Was con-

cl~ie~ tt.~: in scme icstaxices,conductivity e5fects caused prec,ature Tailure of
these Eauges, which were insulated with a thin l~yer of Kapton polymer. Kapton
},asbeen shown to tmdergo a considerable increase in conductivity during the
passage of a stress wave oi the amplitude seen in PETN and PEX 9404 during
initiation.

I?ebriefly investigated the effect of the reacting explosive environr;enton
Keptc:.-anti-epoxyencapsulated grid gauges (nominally 50!2). One normal Kapton-
hacked 50Q grid, and one grid that was r.adeinto an open circuit by carefully
trimming out the con,lecting metal between the lon~er elements, were encapculaced
>c:xce~ twc 0.05@-mm sheets of Kapton glued with epoxy adhesive. A 502 resistor
wes wired in pmallel with the open grid. The package was embedded behind 4.5 nsn
cIf PBX 940u and the explosive was subjected to an input shock of 2.9 GPa produced
>y pl~:har ~rojectile impact in a gas gun. The rccults are shGtin schematically in
Figa 4. The leed shock reaches the gauge, and is followed by the reactive wave
overtaking from the rear. At shock arrival, the 509 g~uge shows a jump to the
skock ~rcssu:.elevel fn the material at that point (peint A) and the conductivity
probe shows a small decrease in resistance that remajns constant until the pres-
swe reache~ an a;~parentriaximumof approximately 10 GPa (point B). Here, the
cc,rl~uctlvfty probe shows another small Increaset corresponding to an apparent
~rcssure decrease, as shown by the pressure Eauge, and then the probe shows w}.at
is cc:e~tially o runaway conductivity increase, corresponding to a shock-induced
conductivity failure of the pressure Cauge (point C). T)~e pressure record in
this case 1s not rcliahle beyond point C. Epcxies and other adhesives as well au

ct!:~rco~~lex Folyr.ershave also been shown to undergo increases in conductivity
-ritm(16).c!urin~dynam!c complt., I{owever, it is ir~terc=tingto note that !?urrows.

ct al.(3)t ~~erfor:leddetonation-pressure m~a~ul’em~nts with l:anu~nin Lauges en-
c;l;’~~latedin a T~’flonpackaee glued tocether with epoxy. S\lrprisinElyBno
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izixce~ coztcctivi~y Kzs evi?ent. Ci:z~.;ion(17) wzsure~ the ckange in conductiv-
:+., {S--hyler:efindfound a much reduced e~fect,cf shcck-ccr,pressedTeflcn =d pol,=.-.-.
‘,Ei.izE~>sse rzterizls Look attractive f3r gzuge instiEtion,

L’elngar:,et al.(~:a)S ;erforned i nurber of ex~erir,entsdesigned to ascer-
:ain w>et~e~ :zi.lc:e by conductivity occurs inside the gauge package through the
rezctive e~~losive. They bonded low-resis~ance (20-nf2)fow-terr~nal Hanganin
gauges in PTYE Teflon without an adhesive, but with FZP Teflon in contact with
ihe Es~ge. The total insulation thickness was varied from 0.13 ttiO.SO mm.
T_fiei~thin gauge packages ia reacting FM 9404 showed clear evidence of early
~~ilcre, which was attributed to conduction through the reactive explosive. Our
xork on similar Eauges supports this, as is sho~m in ~ig. 5. This figure shows
~ir,.a-tc-failUrevs giluge dept”nfoi~ differeaz insulation thickness for gauges
~laced at different #depthsir. re~cting TATB. The experimental configuration was
ssen in Figs. 1 anti2, and Fig. 6 shows a typical gauge record with the onset of
crzcuctivi~y taking place at point A. The thicker insulatiam clearly allows
Ior,gerrecording time, and suggests that ccrductivity does tzke place between
Ezuge ~cd r(zctinf,explosive rather than in the package itself. It can also be
seen that, ;;chin the limits of gau&e resistance (20 to 80 mS2)considered, the
gauze rmsi:zarrce is a secondary effect.

The choice of a low resistance (20-40 m.!.!)active eler,cntwas made pirnarily
to tivoidshunt cantiuc~ivity in the g~u~e packa~e itself. The resistance of thie
ccn2uctin~ path in the Teflon insulator for typical ~ac~e dimensiotlsis approxi-
mately 20Q, k:tsedon Championftidata(17). Cauges of lower resistance r,ightalso
ye less likely to fail throtighcontsct with the reactir.gex~lo~ive. However, in
~~.eF,tirrctiran&e of resistance we F,avestudied (20 to 80 d)) the data in I’ig.3
~rovide no conclusive evidence. With a powering current of 60AB the output of a
20 r!l ~al:p? is apprcxi~iately25 mV/GPa, producing p~ak sifinallevels in a typical
•xpc:i~.srtof 200 mV. At this level we rarely see persistent electrical ncise.
}.iIhoughncise spikes of gx!eater.than 10 mV wrplitude do occasionally occur, the
s:;stemusually recovers within 0.1 vs, and the record is not severely affected,

k/irh 0,25 mm of rEP Teflon insulation on each side of the gauge. recording
<wation of 2 to 2.5 ps is rcutinely achieved, even at deep stations where the
:.cssuredpressure is eve? 20 GPa, Also, the Teflon is a reasonable impedance
::atchto the reacting explosive, and allows adequate response to the shock md
‘o~lowing wave.. As can be seen from the record shown in ~ig. 6, there is no re-
solvable overshoot St tba top of the lead shack and a quick recove~, allowing
the rest of the ~iive to be faithfully recorded.

Al:hcugh it is i~evitable that the placemeritof a 0.5-mm thick gauge package
in the reacting explosive must disturb the flow, the experimental evidence of
L’olnEart,et al.(18)o su~,gests that the disturbance is not as great as might be
ex>ected. Iiouever, this is insufficient comfort, because ju~t as we know that
~:l~twasing ~(:uge thickr;ess will ultimately affect the flow to an unacceptable ex-
tent, decreasing thdt dimension must produce less dist~rbance. The answer to
this problem prob;lblydepends on the development of an !mproved insulator that,
k’h{lc reta!!-jin~the sheck-iq,eda~cc R;atchingpro~crtfe~ of Teflon, represents an
!:m~rov(~:::critin its ability to re~ist the rrschanlsm that leads to shunt conductiv-
ity. Until such a material IS found, heat-bonded Teflon wjll continue to be our
choice in this application, It is also possible. however. that our requ!rementn
for duration ri&ht bc met by the times-to-failure shown in Fig. 5 for gauges in-
suLated by only 0.13 mn of Teflon on each Gide. In fact, the analysis of TATB
L<ia discucsed in the following sectjons required p.luc~lifetimes only as long as
:hc!~u cht~lned w~th 0.13-mm insulation.

6
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Iv. L;..Z?Z”L:GIA::A!:k.LYSIS

The L~~rzrg:en melysis cf ga’]ge ~ara is eff~c~etiEy the successive inlegra-
:::17 c: the CLuid-<)-:z-icCmszrvzr;m relatic.nsfcr m-.I5nTun,r~ss &nd energy.
1:...--=.C..- c: the i~i~ial (Lak~angian) position cocrdixiz~e,h, and tire, t, ~hese
releticns zre:

aun~ = - v 2p/ah ,
0

3v/2t = V. adah ,

and 2e/h = -P aviat = -P V. adah ,

vhere p, u, v, and e are the pressure, particle ~elocity, specific vol’me and
specific i~ternal energy, respectively, aridthe sub-o denctes the initial, un-
shocked, vzlue.

For our TATB study, we adopted a “pathline” method zimilar to that developed
by Seaman, who extended the work of Grady(20). In this a~proach, we trans-
form rhe real time coordinate t, to a pathline coordinate t(h) and use direction-

7 al derivatives tc replace the gradie~t~ aplah and Wah. In
trensfomed equations become

~ [.

t(h) du ~u(h t’) dt’{h)
v(h,t) = vi(h) t v

o ~-+ dh 1
tl(h)

dt‘

dt‘

inregral form, the

B

1t(h)

[

au(h t’) dt’(h)
e(h,t! = cl(h) - VQ p(h,t’) $#- dt ; dh 1dtv .

tl(h)

t?ere the total ~crivatives are along the Fathline and the p~~tial dcri~arives are
at fixed t or h, al~d the sub-l indicates values along the first path. Although
the transformation mi&ht be suspected of introducin& ~rcatcr error in the analy-
sis, t~is is cct the case. ]10error is introduced by the term dt/dh, hecauze we
chccse t(h) arbitrarily, and 3p/at is evaluated thraugh dense dilta (unlikeap/3h).
In addition, paths can be chosen te minimize the variation h pressure along the
~ath so That th~ evaluation of dpldh 1s generally surerior to that of ap/ah.

In our use of the pathline method, we choose the shock IIJCU as the first
F?.tn, and ccnstruct the other paths so that data frum all the gau~es are ~sed
KhrouEhout the CmlcU1._ltiOn (see Fig. 7). State parar.eters along the shock path
are defined by the tlu~oniot relations for conservation of msncntumo mass and
cr,ergy:

vuF1 = u U , v/v = 1 - (u/U ) ande - a = (pi/2) (V. - VI) s
1110 11’ 10
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complete this Eesc?i??ion by specifying the
the cormlcnforriUI = C + Sul, with t},eccz-

szenxs c ~n< S ev~lu~red from zuxilizry (usually explosive wedge) experir,ents.
The fitting of real (estimated to be accurate within 5%) data is soriething

05 sr:exercise in curve fitting. The calculated specific volmes and energies
essentially depend on t~aecurvature of p(h). h’ehave found that fitting p(h)
with cubic splines, which minimize the total curvature, gives good results rela-
tively free of nonphysical oscillations in v and e.

v. EQUATION OF STATZ AND RATE CALCULATION

The Lagrangian anzlysis provides z history of pressure, specific volume and
energy at the gauge locations. Relating a ~eaction progress variable to these
three state variables through an equation of state allows the calculation of de-
composition rates. The rates are, of course, vslid only for the particular equa-
tion-of-stzte relationship chosen.

Equations of state are commonly formul~ted with the assumption that the de-
? composing explosive is a mixture of unreacted solid End fully rezcted, prinarily

gaseous products. The relationship is thus a construct of the p-v-e equations
for the two co~ponents, a reaction progress variable equal to the mass fraction
of me of the components (we use that of the protiucts,denoting A=O as u~reacted
ani l=; as fully reacted), and a “mix rule” that, explicitly or implicitly, di-
“~~idesthe specific internal energy between the two cor.poner.ts.

Presently, we use the HOM equation of state(21). The cor.ponentstate rela-
tionships are both P!ie-Gr~neisenforms, that is:

p(v,e) = pr(v) + (r/v) (e-er)

where r=v(2p/2e) is the Gr~neisen ratio and the sub-r denotes values along a ref-
erence curve. For the solid, this reference is taken as the shock Hugoniot, cal-
ibrated to measurer.entsas described above, and the good approximation of
(r/v) = ccnstant is assured. The reference curve for the products is taken as
the isentrope through the C},apman-Jouget (CJ) detonation state exFressed in the
Becker-Kistiakowsky-Wilson form(22). Although this is a calculated relationship,
it is well calibrated to shock-wave data on product species and to detontition
velocities of the well-studied explosives. The mix rule is defined with the as-
sumptions of ideal mixing of the specific volume and energy and of equilibrium of
pressure and temperature between the two components. Temperatures along refer-
ence c~rves for the two components arc defined by the equation-of-state assump-
tions zlready stated, and are calculated at points off these reference curves
xith the additional assumption of constant specific heat.

VI. RATE CORRELATION

The analysis at this point provides numerical values of the pressure, den-
sity, internal energy, temperature, degree of decomposition and reaction rate at
each gauge location. If correlations of the rate values to combinations of other
state varisbles can be found that hold throughout the reactive flow, they can
serve as empirical rate laws for the explosive. The calculated ‘Iclata”can also
sewe to test various proposed theore”’.ical or empirical rate formso



With both P5X 9404 and TAi’B, we have obtained the best results by exarining
the rate” dependence on temperature in a simple P.rrheniusfcrm. }.ssumiilg first-
order depletion, The calculated rates for TATB zre Shokm by the solid curves in
Fig. 6. The nesults me similar to those obtained with PBX S404, and suggest the
ser.efcrm for the rate. The parallel curves suggest the use of a sir,gleactiva-
tion energy or te~perature for the rate, but some codification of the pre-
eqonential factor is necessary. Because both this factor and the shock strength
are rrmotonically increasing for the deeper gauge locations. it seems appropriate
to introduce some measure of shock strength into the late, Using the shock pres-
sure, ps, as this measure, we examined the correlation:

i/(1-A) = 20 p: e-Tfi’T .

h’efound that this DAGMAR form agrees reasonably well with the calculated rates.
A leasr squares analysis, minimizing deviations in the “experimental” rate-time
space of Fig. R, gives the set of constants: 20 = 0.0158, n = 2.61 and T*= 1861%
where ps-~ rates and GPa pressure units are used. The correlation to the calcu-
lated rates with these constants is indicated by the dashed lines in Figs. 0 and
9.

The correlation is essentially the same as that first obtained with PBX 9404,
whe?e analysis of botk,sustained- and short-shock !nitiation configurations with
a 2.9-GPa inpu”cshuck strength (but run distance to detonation similar to the
TATB experiments) gave 20 = 0.17, n = 2 and Tt~= 1200 K as constants. The DAGMAR
form for PBX 9404 also included a modest induction time factor, but this nzy have
resulted from a constraint imposed on the direct analysis performed for that
explosive.

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS-

A principal motive for determining empirical rate forms is to provide infor-
mation for the modeling of initiation and detonation phenomena with numerical
hydrodynamic calculations. The successful simulations of experiments involving
shock configurations and st~te conditions quite different from those used in ob-
taininE the correlation allow more confidence in the generality of the derived
rate. Such modeling is done with numerical hydrocodes that operate on the fluid
dynamic conservation relations in finite difference form, a~vancing the calcula-
tion in small time increments. An assumed rate law is used to update the reac-
tion coordinate, and the p(v,e,A) relation is used to calculate the pressure for
the next time cycle. In our simulations, we use the PAD lD hydrocode developed
by Fickett(22) with our addition of the HOM equation of state.

A first requirement of our rate law is that it gives simulations of the
pressure data used to generate it. PAD calculations of the gauge-pressure hls-
tcries were shown as dashed lines in Fig. 3. ‘f’heg~od agreensnt signffies only
tklatwe made no serious error in the analysis.

A more demanding test is simulation of gauge data with short-shock inputs.
ror TATB, we performed the same experiments described previously, except that the
thick flyer (Fig. 2) was replaced with one that was l-mm thick. A series of ex-
periments gave the gauge records shown as solid lines in Fig. 10. Computer simu-
lations with the calibrated DAGMARform gave t!~e dashed curves, in reasonably
good a~eermnt with observation.

10



Lnotkey test of the rare is zfforied by <ata from explosive xedge exgeri-
=Ienrs. In this mst cocnon initiation experir.ent,a ;lzrzr shock is introdticed
into a wedge-shz?ed specimen, and the shock front prc~ess is nonitored with z
scrzak cm=ra as it builds up to deto~ation. The tia~zzre comonly displeye~ in
“?op-plotl’:Grn, re:ating the distance to ‘ironation D zo input shock pressure
pi as D = h?~B, with A and B constants. Our experiments on 1.8-g/cms TATB were
done with high-explosive driving systems, with shock strengths substantially
higher and run distances much shorter than those of the embedded-gauge experi-
ments. The streak-camera records typically displayed an initizl constant wave
velocity region, a break to zn intermediate accelerating region, znd a second
b~eak continuing to the onset of detonation. Both breaks fit the Pop-plot form,
AS shown by the open symbols in Fig. 11. Numerical hydrodynamic calculations of
these build-up features, shown as crosses in Fig. 11, are in excellent agreement
with observation.

In addition to the examples given above, I)AGMARforms have provided computer
simulations of nezrl,yall of the existing planar shock initiation data base on
PBX 9404 and 1.8-g/cm’ TATB. The data base fcr PBX 9404 is substantial, includ-

7 ing all of the expelqinentsdescribed above End numerous short-shock sensitivity
tests and experiments in which plates arz accelerated by partizlly reacted ex-
Flosi%”e. There ere also high-pressure short-shock sensitivity test results for
TATB(23), which we halvealso calculated successfully. Reaction rate formulations
obtained from embedded gauge data coupled with Lsgrange analysis and an assumed
equation of state yield useful and important information about ~he shock-induced
deconpositicn of explosives.

Fe believe that the Teflon-armored low-resistsrce Hanganin gauge yields
pressure-field histories in m~cting explosives of sufficient quality to be used
ES the data for Lagrangian analysis and subsequent r~action rate derivation.

11
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